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Abstract

In Business Process Management great attention is given to Computational
Intelligence for supporting process life-cycle. Several approaches have been
defined to support human decision making. The main drawback is that
there are no solid criteria determining always optimal decisions since context,
matter of discussion, and involved actors may differ at each execution. This
work focuses on the definition of a framework to support and trace human
decision making activities, in business processes, when heterogeneous decision-
makers have to find a consensus to select most promising alternative to
follow. The framework relies on Fuzzy Consensus Model and implements
Reinforcement Learning algorithm to learn weight of the decision-makers
through the analysis of past process executions considering context and
performances of business processes. Context awareness relies on semantic
web technologies enabling ontological reasoning to evaluate context similarity
used to assign the right weight to the involved decision-makers also in the
case when more general or more specific context occurs. The framework
has been instantiated in the case study of Supply Chain Management. The
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analysis of the simulation results reveal that the proposed weight learning
algorithm and the considered initial weight association strategies (Starting
Weight and Training Executions), even if the cold start, give to decision-
makers the chance to fill the gap with respect to more experienced decision
makers.

Keywords: Business Processes, Fuzzy Consensus Model , Group Decision
Making, Context Awareness, Semantic Web, Reinforcement Learning

1. Introduction and Motivation

In complex business environments (e.g., organizations), Business Process
Management (BPM) [1] provides an effective tool for managing processes.
Business Processes (BP) include person-to-person work steps, system-to-
system communications, or combinations of both. BPM integrates several
disciplines like, for instance, process modeling, process simulation, process
execution, process monitoring, etc. One of the most important concept
underlying BPM is that process execution must be monitored in order to
detect useful elements to improve next executions and providing value (e.g.,
for organization, customers, etc.). According to the above aim, a number of
research works, focused on automatically or semi-automatically supporting
human decision making activities, within a Business Process (BP), are recognizable
in the specialized scientific literature. Many of them are based on the analysis
of past process executions in order to derive decision criteria, transform them
into rules and execute such rules to make decisions. This trend is motivated
by the consideration that by means of existing machine learning algorithms
it is possible to freeze past decisions (taken by humans) in form of rules and
automatically apply them during new executions of the same BP without the
intervention of humans. A drawback for the above mentioned approaches
is that there are no criteria that determine always optimal decisions since
context and matter of decision may differ from situation by situation. Thus,
it is crucial to investigate the definition of tools supporting human decision
making within BP, which are capable of taking into account the context in
which processes run. Moreover, approaches that completely replace human
decision makers with automatic rules are not always applicable and, consequently,
such approaches cannot be generalized and scaled to different and heterogeneous
situations.

According to the aforementioned considerations, there is a need for definition
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Figure 1: BP fragments describing group decision making activities.

of frameworks capable to support human decision making. In order to be
effective, such frameworks must be:

� integrable smoothly into the practices of BPM in order to be portable
across organizations which adopt standards and standards de-facto;

� based on a formal model to handle consensus achievement in the group
of decision-makers in order to provide a trusted mechanism to moderate
conflict resolution and, in general, decision making;

� context-aware in order to drive the consensus achievement process by
also taking care of the impact of peculiar context features;

� adaptive with respect to the goodness of past decisions of the decision-
makers in order to improve next processes.

These characteristics will foster organizational learning in the sense that
the organization will learn from the level of success of the past decisions in
order to improve new process executions by giving greater importance to
those decision-makers who performed better in past processes executed in
similar contexts.

Taking care of the above needs, this work focuses on the definition of a
framework to support and trace human decision making activities, within
BP, when more heterogeneous decision makers have to find a consensus to
select one of a set of defined alternatives, as shown in Fig.1.

Specifically, the proposed framework is based on the existing Fuzzy Consensus
Model and on a Reinforcement Learning algorithm. The first one is used to
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find a convergence among a set of heterogeneous decision makers’ opinions1.
The second one is applied in order to learn the relative importance of the
decision makers.

In literature, approaches assuming different weights for decision makers
are recognizable [2]. For instance, authors of [3] introduce a trust-based
approach to calculate weights.

This work proposes a novel approach to calculate such weights, by tracing
the context of past experiences of people to make decisions. The relative
importance of a decision maker is measured by considering the past successful
decisions taken by him/her. The concept of relative importance is developed
by considering the context in which such decisions take place. Contexts are
modeled by means of semantic technologies enabling ontological reasoning
and succeed in providing relative importance of decision-makers also in the
case of more general or more specific contexts.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of the overall proposed approach; Section 3 defines fuzzy consensus model to
support GDM and describes how it has been applied to face with heterogeneous
issues related to the executions of BP in different contexts; Section 4 describes
how the context has been modeled and used to assign heterogeneous weights
to decision makers according to their previous decisions in similar contexts;
and Section 5 describes how reinforcement learning algorithm has been used
to update weights assigned to decision makers in the knowledge base according
to the outcome of their decision. Section 6 provides the application of
the proposed framework to a case study in the domain of Supply Chain
Management. The results of such case study have been subsequently analyzed
and discussed. Finally, conclusions and future directions close the paper.

2. Overall Approach

The proposed approach is mainly focused on injecting a semi-automatic
method to achieve a consensus into business processes when a Group Decision
Making (GDM) problem is proposed. Specifically, the main idea in this
work is to adopt the Fuzzy Consensus Model proposed in [4],[5] to face with
GDM problem during business process execution. From the architectural
viewpoint, Fig.2 points out that the proposed Context-aware Group Decision

1The convergence happens when the degree of consensus is higher than a fixed
threshold, otherwise the decision will not be taken and other rounds take place.
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Figure 2: Group Decision Making pattern

Making has been modelled as a business process. Specifically, it consists of
some phases/services that are orchestrated as shown in Fig.2 by means of
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). BPMN is a standard for
business process modeling that provides a graphical notation for specifying
business processes. So, the idea is aimed at demonstrating that the proposed
framework could be easily integrated into the enterprises that already adopt
standard systems, languages and practices for business process management
for supporting the human decision making activities.

Thus, as shown in Fig.2, it is suitable to model this kind of method by
means of BPMN [6] in order to use it as a pattern when needed. In particular,
when a GDM problem is proposed and represented, for instance, by means
of the pattern provided in Fig.1 it is possible to expand, at the BPMN level
during the business process designing phase, the user task of Fig.1 with the
sub-process reported in Fig.2. In particular, the aim of such sub-process
is to formalize the GDM process and make it executable by means of a
set of scripts implementing a structured approach we are going to explain.
This approach consists of two different phases called consensus reaching
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and selection, which can be generally applied to several and heterogeneous
domains. Although it is specific, the pattern of Fig.1 is always possible
to reconduce different gateway-based pattern to it in order to apply the
approach we are going to propose.

A consensus reaching process in a GDM problem is an iterative process
composed by several discussion rounds in which involved decision makers
receive feedback that induce them to modify their preferences. The feedback
is given by a moderator that is in charge to supervise and drive the consensus
process to achieve the maximum possible agreement reducing the number
of experts outside of the consensus at each iteration. Once the maximum
possible agreement has been achieved it is possible to start the selection
process that is committed to extract a decision from the proposal decisions
generated by the group members. Initially, GDM problems were defined in
situations where all the decision makers’ opinions were considered equally
important [7][8]. Otherwise, it is more realistic to assume that the consensus
model suitable in the organization requires a heterogeneous model that assigns
relative importance to decision makers according to some features. Recently,
GDM problems has been defined for heterogeneous decision makers. In
[9], the authors identify three kinds of heterogeneity: different preference
representation formats; different expression domains (e.g., numeric ones,
linguistic ones, etc) [10]; and different backgrounds and levels of knowledge
about the problem for each decision maker.

The proposed approach, namely Context-aware Heterogeneous Group
Decision Making (CaHGDM), introduces a further level of heterogeneity
that is related to the different contexts in which the decision activity could
take. Specifically, this work focuses on two main heterogeneities: decision
maker background (including: history of decision maker in the organization,
background, levels of knowledge of the problem, and so on); and context that
attains with matter of discussion and organizational environment. Additionally,
we assume fuzzy preference relation [11] as the base to uniform the information
[12], [13]. Specifically, during the consensus calculus we transform experts’
preferences represented in different ways (e.g., preference ordering of the
alternatives, utility function) in fuzzy preference relations [14].

More formally, given a set of decision makersDM = {dm1, dm2, . . . , dmm},
(m ≥ 2)

and a set of alternative branches AB = {ab1, ab2, . . . , abn}, (n ≥ 2), let
us consider the execution of BP which matter of discussion is in a specific
current context cc, then the proposed framework during the consensus process
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execution will assign to each involved decision maker dmk ∈ DM a relative
importance degree that depends on all of the following factors:

� the history of past choices that decision maker taken in the previous
participation;

� the context in which decision maker has participated considering greatest
matching degree among the current context cx and the previous ones;

By adopting a continual learning it is possible to improve the weight
estimations. Specifically, this work stresses the importance of context-aware
heterogeneous fuzzy consensus model learning from the past executions. So,
there is a need to feed and maintain a knowledge base storing the associations
between contextual variables, decisions, and weights for each decision maker,
that is the list of the following 4-tuples ⟨dmi, cj, abdmi,cj , wdmi,cj⟩ where:

� dmi ∈ DM is the i-th decision maker;

� cj is the context where decision maker has already participated;

� abdmi,cj is the vector of opinions of decision maker dmi in the process
execution context cj with respect to the available alternative branches
(at first iteration of consensus process execution), it is composed of
fuzzy preference values abkdmi,cj

∈ [0, 1] representing the value assigned

to k-th alternative branch abk (∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m});

� wdmi,cj is the weight associated to decision maker dmi in the context
cj.

In order to be context-sensitive, the proposed framework integrates two
architectural modules aimed to learn and retrieve the suitable weight for each
decision maker during consensus process execution:

� Context-Aware Weighting. Contexts and background knowledge of the
decision makers are supposed to be modeled with semantic technologies
in order to enable context reasoning and to assign relative importance
to decision makers also in the case of more general or more specific
context occurs. Based on the semantic modeling, weights of decision
makers are retrieved in a context-aware manner considering context
most similar to the current one. This will be detailed in Section 4.
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� Decision Makers Weights Learning. The overall workflow implements
an algorithm of Reinforcement Learning (RL) that taking into account
4-tuples and the BP outcomes adopts a rewarding or punishing policies
aimed to train the system in order to better assign and distribute
the weights among decision makers when the process execution runs
into the same (or similar) context. More details about RL approach
adoption will be provided in Section 5.

In order to define and perform a continuous learning monitoring the BP
executions it is needed to evaluate the trend of process results. Specifically,
this work assumes that by assigning different weights to decision makers
there is a greater probability to move the organization towards the successful
decision. So, implementing an algorithm capable to improve weights distribution
according to the context of BP execution this work performs an approach
fostering organizational learning. In fact, the decision resulting from GDM
during process execution impacts on the process performance, that according
to [15] can be assessed in two main dimensions, that are ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
goals. A binary result indicating whether the process has achieved its ‘hard’
goal, namely, a state the process intends to achieve (e.g., ordered goods are
supplied to the customer). A result which can be evaluated as ‘soft’ goals
[16] by means of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) indicating the extent to
which business objectives have been achieved (e.g., time to delivery, quality
level, costs). So, the results will be used to estimate the successfulness (or
not) of each decision determining an impact on rewarding or punishing of
learning policy defined in Section 5.

3. Heterogeneous Group Decision Making

One of the reasons why decision making processes have been widely
studied in the literature is the increasing complexity of the social–economic
environment. It is obvious that the comparison of different actions according
to their desirability in decision problems, in many cases, cannot be done
by using a single criterion or a unique person [17]. In fact, models and
methodologies to face with GDM find wide application in several domains,
like: emergency decision support [18], health management [19], and so on.
The proposed framework is aimed to support decision making in the organization
in the cases where business processes include the group decision making
pattern shown in Fig.1. For instance, the innovation management, when
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it is needed to decide whether to start the development of a new product
(or service) the process involves decision makers belonging to several areas
of the organization (e.g., market, IT, etc.) and the adopted strategy usually
depends on the matter of discussion and on the current context of the
organization, economy, etc. Analogously, the process of competence assessment
developed via 360 degrees feedback, it requires an overall assessment result
(needed to make a coherent and fair decision on, for instance, the rewarding)
for the assessment we need to consider all the individual evaluations and try
to find a convergence among all the opinions; and so on.

Accordingly, the core of the proposed framework is focused on the GDM
problem introduced in [4]. Initially, GDM problems were defined in situations
where all the decision makers’ opinions were considered equally important
[7]. Unlike, we focus on the decision processes in the framework of GDM
stressing heterogeneity induced by the expertise in such contexts of the
involved decision makers. Hence, CaHGDM relies on an extended version
of GDM, namely Heterogeneous Group Decision Making (HGDM), whose
theoretical approach has been introduced in [9]. In particular, we use two
proposals of consensus models. The first one, presented in [4], is used because
it provides the first approach to develop automatic consensus processes in
which we could use the consensus and proximity measures to guide the
consensus reaching process without the usual figure of moderator. On the
other hand, we use a second approach currently defined in [9], because we
apply in our framework the possibility of using the variable importance in the
group decision making problems as a way to establish different importance
degrees among the user opinions. Usually the importance degrees or weights
are introduced in the decision models when the opinions are aggregated or
when the consensus measures are computed. However, in [9] they are also
used to guide the feedback mechanism of the consensus model which add a
new value in the use of the weights.

In general, the consensus model foresees a resolution method composed
by two different processes:

1) Consensus process: to obtain the maximum degree of consensus or
agreement among the experts on the solution alternatives. In literature
several works exploiting Fuzzy Theory in GDM there exist [20], [21],
[22]. Analogously, the proposed work implements a soft consensus
model in order to deal with vague or imprecise opinions during consensus
process detailed in Section 3.1.
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2) Selection process: a method to obtain the set of alternatives ranked
according to the opinions given by the experts. Let us note that in our
case it is not important the whole ranking of alternatives, but only to
find consensus about the most valued alternatives.

The main distinguishing feature of HGDM is that the decision makers’ opinions
are not considered equally important, and so, the aggregation phase to
obtain collective preference and feedback mechanism will be guided by the
importance degrees of each decision maker. Following subsections provide
formal definition of the HGDM process execution in the proposed framework.

3.1. Consensus reaching process

According to the notation introduced in Section 2, given a current process
execution context cc, a set of decision makers DM = {dm1, dm2, . . . , dmm},
(m ≥ 2) and a set of alternative branches AB = {ab1, ab2, . . . , abn}, (n ≥ 2),
we assume that experts provide their opinions in terms of fuzzy preferences
values abkdmi,cc

∈ [0, 1] that enable us to carry out the fuzzy preference
relations as described in [14].

Definition 3.1. A fuzzy preference relation P on a set of alternatives X is a
fuzzy set on the product set X×X, i.e., it is characterized by a membership
function µP : X ×X → [0, 1].

When cardinality of alternatives X is small, the preference relation may
be conveniently represented by the n × n matrix P = (pik) being pik =
µP (xi, xk) (∀i, k ∈ 1, . . . , n) interpreted as the preference degree of the alternative
xi over xk. Indifference between xi and xk is indicated by pik = 1/2, pik = 1
indicates that xi is absolutely preferred to xk, and pik ≥ 1

2
indicates that xi is

preferred to xk. Based on this interpretation we have pii = 1/2 ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , n.
For the sake of coherence to the well known consensus model introduced in
[5], in the following we will refer to X as the set of alternative branches (that
was AB) and to xi to indicate the i-th alternative branch (that was abi).

Nevertheless, it is quite natural to consider that different experts will give
their preferences in a different way. This leads us to assume that the experts’
preferences over the set of alternatives, X, may be represented in different
ways (e.g., preference ordering of the alternatives, fuzzy preference relation,
utility function) [14]. Exploiting transformation function defined in [14], it
is possible to obtain a uniform representation of the preferences into fuzzy
preference relations. So, analogously to [12, 13], we consider fuzzy preference
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relation as the base to uniform the information. Specifically, during the
consensus calculus we transform fuzzy preference values in fuzzy preference
relations augmenting the range of applicability of the proposed contribution.
Definition 3.2 recalls this transformation function defined in [14].

Definition 3.2. Suppose that we have a set of alternatives, X = {x1, ..., xn},
and abidmk,cc

represents an evaluation associated to alternative xi, indicating
the performance of that alternative according to a point of view (expert
or criteria) dmk. Then, the intensity of preference of alternative xi over
alternative xj, p

k
i,j, for dmk is given by the following transformation function:

pkij = φ(abidmk,cc
, abjdmk,cc

) =
1

2
· (1 + abidmk,cc

− abjdmk,cc
) (1)

Once this uniform representation has been achieved, we can apply a
selection process as specified in accordance with the foundation of fuzzy
consensus models. Considering the fuzzy preference relation matrices P dm

corresponding to the opinions of decision maker dm ∈ DM , next subsections
will describe the calculation of the consensus degree reached at each iteration
by the involved decision makers, and the feedback mechanism according to
the importance degree, in the execution context, of the involved decision
makers.

3.1.1. Computing consensus degrees

In order to calculate the consensus degree reached at each iteration, the
moderator computes the similarity matrix SMkl = (smkl

ij ) for each pair of
decision maker {dmk, dml}, where smkl

ij = 1−|pkij − plij|, and pij = µP (xi, xj)
is the intensity of the opinion alternative xi over xj. Starting from the
similarity matrices, it is possible to compute the consensus degree achieved
by aggregating the similarity matrices as follows

cmij = ϕ(smkl
ij ), k = 1, ...,m− 1, l = k + 1, ...,m (2)

where ϕ is an aggregation function (e.g., arithmetic mean, median). After
that, it is possible to calculate the global consensus degree co, as proposed
in [21], considering the consensus degree corresponding to each alternative
branch, as follows:

co =

∑n
i=1 cai
n

(3)
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In equation (3), co is computed as the average of all the consensus degrees
on each alternative xi, namely cai, given by the following equation:

cai =

∑n
j=1,j ̸=i(cmij + cmji)

2(n− 1)
(4)

The consensus degree, co, represents the agreement among all the decision
makers about the alternative branch to follow in the process execution. As
a consequence, closer co is to one, then greater is the agreement among all
involved decision makers. In particular, if the consensus degree is higher
than a given threshold, i.e. if co > γc, the consensus process ends and the
selection process can be applied to find the alternative branch to follow in
the process execution. Otherwise, if the level of consensus is lower than the
threshold, feedback mechanism will be implemented in accordance with the
experts’ weight values to identify the preferences that each expert should
modify to increase the consensus degree level in the next round of consensus.

3.1.2. Feedback Mechanism

This work implements a feedback mechanism to advice experts on how to
change their preferences. Specifically, we implement the following procedure
to support moderator activity to determine the feedback to send to decision
makers. In particular, Feedback process is achieved by calculating, for each
decision maker, a proximity measure that indicates the similarity between
the preferences of dmk and the current global preference P c = (pcij), where:

pcij =

∑m
k=1 p

k
ij × wk

m
(5)

where wk is the level of importance of decision maker dmk normalized in
[0, 1] considering the number of decision makers involved in the GDM in the
current process execution context cc, i.e. wdmk,cc .
The proximity measure on the relation prk, which takes into account the
distance between each agent and the global preference is given by:

prk =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∑n
j=1,j ̸=i pp

k
ij + ppkji

2(n− 1)
(6)

where ppkij = 1 − |pkij − pcij| is the proximity measure on pairs of alternative
(xi, xj).
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The feedback mechanism proposed here is based on the supposition that
those experts with lower level of importance (e.g., beginner, etc.) will need
more advice than others with higher importance. In particular, we compute
a customized amount of advice that varies in accordance with the experts’
weight values [9].
Specifically, we identify the low-importance set of experts as decision makers
whose level of importance is lower than the average of overall set of decision
makers involved in the current process execution context cc. Once the similarity
measures have been computed, the feedback mechanism may use them to
generate personalized advice to the decision makers. This activity is carried
out in two phases:

1) Search for preferences. The consensus level should be improved by
suggesting changes in the decision makers’ preferences. To do it, the
procedure identifies the preferences values where the agreement is smaller
than a threshold, α1, as follows:

P = {(i, j)|cmij < α1} (7)

where α1 =
∑n

i=1

(
∑n

j=1,j ̸=i cmij)
(n2−n)

. The feedback is sent only to dmk ∈
DMlow = {dmk|wk <= τ}, where τ is fixed to 1

m
with m the number

of decision makers involved in the GDM execution.

2) Generation of advice. Once the feedback mechanism has identified the
preferences pairs to be changed by the decision makers, the model shows
right direction of the changes to achieve the agreement suggesting to
increase the current assessment if pkij < pcij or to decrease if pkij > pcij,
for (i, j) ∈ P .

3.2. Selection process

The selection process can be applied to find the alternative branch to
follow in the process execution, when the consensus degree is higher than
a given threshold, i.e. if co > γc. Global preference P c = (pcij) about the
alternatives is transformed into a global ranking computing OWA operator
[23], and the most preferred alternative branch will be followed to proceed
with the execution of the process. Let us note that the selection process
carries out a vector ab∗ summarizing the final opinion, that is the concrete
output of GDM.
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4. Context-Aware Weighting

In [24], the concept of context awareness has been defined as the characteristic
of a system to re-adapt itself according to the location where it is used, the
collection of nearby people and objects, and so on. The authors of [25] use
context information to provide relevant information or services to the users
according to their tasks.

Recently, the role of context awareness has been emphasized also with
respect to business processes. Specifically, the term has been applied to
business theory in relation to contextual application design and BPM issues.
Ultimately, the research stream concerning business process flexibility would
deal with the flexible reconfiguration of processes in enterprise applications
and workflow management systems. Reconfiguration should be accomplished
in response to specific environmental contingencies. Moreover, in [26], the
notion of context-aware process design is associated to an approach to support
the engineering and use of flexible business processes in adherence to the
underlying context.

Unlike the above mentioned approaches, the proposed framework exploits
context awareness techniques in order to support decision making activities,
within business processes execution. Thus, continuous monitoring of contextual
variables is a prerogative and an integral component of context-awareness in
processes. Values for such contextual variables could come from databases,
sensors, and so on. It also incorporates the provisioning of near real-time data
for decision making through content aggregators and business intelligence
software.

Specifically, the proposed framework assigns a relative importance degree
to each decision maker involved in the GDM (within a BP) based on an
heterogeneous consensus process (see Section 3). The weight depends on the
current context configuration (the set of all relevant contextual information)
and the knowledge of previous opinions expressed by decision maker.

Firstly, in order to implement a context-aware assignment of weights to
decision makers it is needed to define a context model and to store it as
an element of the 4-tuples ⟨dmi, cj, abdmi,cj , wdmi,cj⟩ in the knowledge base
including also previous decisions and weights (as introduced in Section 2).

Then, it is necessary to define a context matchmaking algorithm to retrieve
the weight of a decision maker by comparing the current context to the ones
associated to the decision maker. Context matchmaking must be executed
for each decision maker involved in a specific GDM activity. Context model
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and matchmaking are detailed in the following subsections.

4.1. Context Model

The context are supposed to be modelled by means of semantic technologies.
In particular, Semantic Web languages and vocabularies like OWL2 and
SKOS will be used.

As illustrated in Fig.3, the hierarchy of contexts (e.g., C1, C2, etc.)
is induced by the values assumed by the property hasFeature that are
organizational features represented with domain ontologies specified by means
of SKOS vocabulary (e.g., Topic, Business Area, etc.). Thus, context features
are characterized in terms of hierarchies allowing reasoning based on broader
and narrower properties of SKOS. Specifically, the property hasFeature has
been defined as generic relation that associates to each context the set of
specific characteristics that belong to different ontologies. It specifies the
rdf:range as the top class of SKOS vocabulary (i.e., skos:Concept):

<rdf:Property rdf:ID="hasFeature">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Context"/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="skos:Concept"/>

Figure 3: Context Modeling & Related Ontologies.
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</rdf:Property>

Let us note that the relation hasFeature may be specialized to differentiate
relations, for instance, with concepts of Topic or Business Area vocabularies
by means of subPropertyOf construct of RDF, as follows:

<rdf:Property rdf:ID="hasRisk">

<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasFeature"/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Context"/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Topic"/>

</rdf:Property>

The set of values assumed by the property hasFeature (or its specializations)
identifies the underlying context with different level of granularity. In terms
of Description Logic, the context (e.g., C2) is defined as a class equivalent
to the intersection of restrictions on the value of property hasFeature, that
formally means:

C2 ≡ ∃hasFeature.{y1} ∩ hasFeature.{y2} ∩ · · · ∩ hasFeature.{yL} (8)

where yi ∈ Oi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} are specific values of hasFeature expected
for C2, these values are defined in the organizational domain context ontologies
Oi (e.g., Topic, Business Area, etc.).
Considering the number of features and broader (or narrower) relations that
may exist among values of hasFeature properties, the contexts available in
the knowledge base may be related each other by subsumption relation, for
instance C3 subsumes C2, as illustrated in Fig.3. Thus, the context model
enables to retrieve the weight to assign to each decision maker considering
not only the same current context, but, if available in the knowledge base,
it is possible to retrieve also the most similar ones where decision maker has
participated in the past executions of GDM as described in the next section.

4.2. Context Matchmaking

The architectural module of Context-Aware Weighting implements the
workflow described in Fig.4 integrating an algorithm of Context Matchmaking
in order to retrieve the weight for each decision maker involved in the GDM
activity. The weight is taken by considering the context where decision maker
took decisions (for his/her organization) in the past experiences (executions
of business processes). If this context exists, the corresponding weight is
retrieved, otherwise it is needed to look for the closer context associated
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Figure 4: Context-Aware Weighting Workflow.

to such decision maker that exists in the knowledge base. Moreover, the
corresponding weight is adjusted by applying a function that takes into
account the hierarchy of contexts (broader or narrower contexts).
Specifically, given a decision maker dmi and the current context cc, it is
needed to employ a context reasoning operation to select, from the knowledge
base, the context that is most similar to the current context by analyzing
the set of tuples corresponding to dmi.

More formally, let us consider the following set of 4-tuples introduced in
Section 2 corresponding to dmi are listed following:

� ⟨dmi, c1, abdmi,ck , wdmi,ck⟩

� ⟨dmi, c2, abdmi,ck , wdmi,ck⟩

� . . .

� ⟨dmi, ck, abdmi,ck , wdmi,ck⟩
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For the sake of clarity, the 4-tuples are simplified as ⟨cj, wcj⟩dmi
for any

decision, because the context matchmaking uses only the associations between
contexts cj (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}) and weights wdmi,cj that the system has stored
in the knowledge base, to determine the weight of dmi in the current context
cc of GDM.
In particular, the context matchmaking consists of finding the set C∗ of
contexts such that:

C∗ = argmaxdmi
match(cc, cj) j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (9)

where match is a function that given a pair of contexts, cc and cj, and their
corresponding features, calculates a value in the range [0; 1] that measures
how much close are the input contexts. Specifically, for each pairs of feature
values fcc and fcj , describing cc and cj respectively, the match function is
defined as follows:

match(cc, cj) =
∑

fcc ,fcj
sim(fcc , fcj) (10)

where sim(fcc , fcj) is the similarity measure such that fcc , fcj are two concepts
in is-a taxonomy. Let us assume that fc3 is the least common superconcept

of fcc and fcj . |f̃cc , fc3| is the number of nodes on the path from fcc to fc3 .

|f̃cj , fc3| is the number of nodes on the path from fcj to fc3 . | ˜fc3 , root| is
the number of nodes on the path from fc3 to root. Then, Wu and Palmer
similarity [27] is exploited to calculate sim(fcc , fcj) as follows:

sim(fcc , fcj) =
2× | ˜fc3 , root|

|f̃cc , fc3|+ |f̃cj , fc3 |+ 2× | ˜fc3 , root|
(11)

Intuitively, the Wu & Palmer distance is proportional to the shortest path
that connects two terms and presents good performances compared to the
other similarity measures [28]. Finally, the algorithm retrieves the weight of
dmi such that:

wdmi,cc = min
c∗∈C∗

wdmi,c∗ (12)

and, if not exists, the corresponding tuple ⟨dmi, cc, abdmi,cc , wdmi,cc⟩ is added
to the knowledge base. Let us note that in the case there is a new decision
maker, and C∗ is empty or wdmi,cc = 0, the proposed approach foresees the
definition of an initial weight association strategy to determine how to deal
with new decision maker.
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5. Decision Makers Weights Learning

The proposed framework is aimed at improving the support to group
decision making during business process execution assuming that the ability
to make successful decisions is predicated upon the previous involvement in
similar contexts. In particular, as introduced in Section 2, the proposed
work update weights of decision makers in the knowledge base according to
a learning model that considers the outcome and the context of each BP
execution. Specifically, we are assuming that there is a way to evaluate the
business process outcome by means specific KPIs at each execution of BP,
and so we are able to evaluate if a decision taken each time is successful or
unsuccessful.

Let us note that in the most cases it is not possible to know the consequences
of performed decisions in terms of business process outcomes, so there is a
need to perform an on-line learning algorithm. Analogously, reinforcement
learning differs from standard supervised learning in that correct input/output
pairs are never presented. Further, there is a focus on on-line performance,
which involves finding a balance between exploration (of uncharted territory)
and exploitation (of current knowledge). So, reinforcement learning (RL)
approach is a suitable theory for the proposed aims.

In general, RL relies on the fact that an agent can make an action u that
applied to the environment changes its state from x to x′. The agent receives
a reinforcement r. In our case the action is the opinion expressed by dmi

in the context cc, that is the vector of preferences abdmi,cc (one element for
each alternative branch in the business process), the state is represented by
the weight assigned to wt

dmi,cc
at time t that will be updated according to a

specific rewarding or punishment functions and become the weight that will
be used at time t+ 1, i.e. wt+1

dmi,cc
.

In more detail, the following formula summarizes the algorithm and represent
how the weight wdmi,cc at time t+1 will be updated:

wt+1
dmi,cc

= αwt
dmi,cc

+ βR(abdmi,cc , ab
∗
)− γP (abdmi,cc , ab

∗
) (13)

where R and P are rewarding and punishing functions respectively, α is
parameter that controls the influence of the original weight, β and γ regulate
the learning rate of the system. In particular, the functions R and P are
calculated by comparing opinion of dmi in the context cc (i.e., abdmi,cc) with

the decision of GDM ab
∗
. Specifically, if ab

∗
is a successful decision then R
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and P are evaluated as follows:

R(abdmi,cc , ab
∗
) = K(abdmi,cc , ab

∗
) (14)

and,
P (abdmi,cc , ab

∗
) = 1−K(abdmi,cc , ab

∗
) (15)

where K(abdmi,cc , ab
∗
) is a function that implements a distance between

two rankings [29] and it is inspired to the coefficients of Kendall [30] and
Spearman [31] that evaluates the degree of similarity between ranked set
of the alternative branches. This coefficient depends upon the number of
inversions of pairs of objects which would be needed to transform one rank
order into the other. More formally:

K(abdmi,cc , ab
∗
) = 1−

∑
j∈{1,...,n},rank(abjdmi,cc

)̸=rank(ab
∗j
)
|abjdmi,cc

− ab
∗j|

n
(16)

Vice versa, if ab
∗
is a not successful decision, R and P are inverted.

Let us note that, the decision maker that expresses the successful opinion,
even if the cold start, has the chance to fill the gap with respect to more
experienced decision makers because their weights will be punished with a
greater value when their decision are unsuccessful for the organization. The
underlying intuition of the above formula is to incrementally (execution by
execution of BP) move the weight vector of each decision maker toward the
cluster of successful decisions in the context cc and away from the wrong
ones. In this sense, we are implementing an organizational learning approach
assuming that assigning different weights to decision makers there is a greater
probability to move the organization towards the successful decision.

6. Case Study and Discussion

In this section a case study, executed to early evaluate the proposed
approach, is described and its results are discussed. The case study has been
simulated by means of the software prototype whose implementation details
are described below.
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6.1. Domain description

The domain we selected for the case study is the Supply Chain Management
(SCM) and in particular we focused on those business processes including the
supplier selection.

A supply chain is a set of organizations directly linked by one or more
upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, or information
from a source to a customer. SCM is the management of such a chain. SCM
software includes tools or modules used to execute supply chain transactions,
manage supplier relationships, and control associated business processes.
SCM is concerned with the optimization of the resources of organizations
in a network that delivers value to end customers. In the context of a
supply chain, supplier selection is a highly important multi-criteria group
decision making problem, which requires a trade-off between multiple criteria
exhibiting vagueness and imprecision with the involvement of a group of
experts (also with different background knowledge).

Different criteria can be considered during the decision making process
for supplier selection decision include qualitative and quantitative factors.
Improper selection of suppliers may unfavorably affect the company’s competiveness
strategy. Thus, this problem is naturally a multi-objective decision making
problem with several conflicting factors.

Multiple decision makers are usually preferred to a single decision maker,
because there is less chance of mistake when there are more than one decision
makers. Moreover, it is preferable to build the group of decision makers by
considering integration (heterogeneous experts) rather specialization (similar
experts) for several motivations. For instance, it is important that more
stakeholders (involved in the business process including the decision making
activity) are represented and their interest are considered in the decision
process. Lastly, people with different and heterogeneous specializations can
develop a greater number of potential options and more creative options.

6.2. Technological implementation details

In order to simulate the above case study, we adopted jBPM2, a Business
Process Management System enabling modeling, design, implementation,
execution, monitoring, simulation and optimization of business processes.
In particular, we have designed and implemented the pattern described in

2http://www.jbpm.org
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Fig.2. From the design/implementation viewpoint, a multiple-instance user
task has been defined to provide a form to decision makers in order to allow
them to express their opinions on a set of suppliers. The tasks called Calculate
Consensus Measure, Select Opinion and Generate and Send Feedback have
been realized as script tasks. Scripts are implemented in Java Programming
Language and invoke the classes of the CaHGDM (Context-aware Heterogeneous
Group Decision Making) library implementing the approach. In this case
study, success measures of business processes are calculated off-line and are
passed to a separate software component implementing the reinforcement
learning algorithm and interacting with the knowledge base by means of
Apache Jena. The simulation knowledge base has been developed by using
Apache Jena and its embedded triple store, namely TDB3.

6.3. Scenario description and objectives

In the context of the proposed case study we will provide one scenario,
to be simulated, that is configured in the following way:

� five decision makers involved in all business process instances;

� seven suppliers, corresponding to the different alternative choices the
decision makers have to make on each business process instance;

� four contexts in which decisions have to be made;

� all considered business processes instances includes only one decision
making activity in which it is needed to select only one supplier among
the set of seven ones.

The objective of the simulation is to study and analyze the insertion of
a new (with no previous experience in taking decisions) decision maker with
respect to the existing ones, considering a fixed context. More in details,
the evolution (analytic curve) of the weights associated to the new decision
maker in such a context is compared to those of a good decision maker, a fair
decision maker and a poor decision maker in such a context. This analysis
is repeated by assuming two initial weight association strategies to the new
decision makers or to a decision maker that has not yet been involved in any
similar context (i.e., C∗ is empty, see Section 4.2):

3https://jena.apache.org/documentation/tdb/
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Table 1: Knowledge Base at time t0.

dm c1 c2 c3 c4
dm1 0.1 ? ? ?
dm2 0.0 ? ? ?
dm3 0.60 0.35 0.8 0.35
dm4 0.40 0.35 0.4 0.7
dm5 0.40 0.9 0.35 0.1

� Starting Weight. This strategy foresees an experimentally fixed starting
weight to the decision maker, that is 0.1 in our test case. The weight
will change according to the learning weights policy (see Section 5);

� Training Executions. This strategy foresees an experimentally fixed
number of executions in which the decision maker has any influence
(i.e., the weight is frozen to 0.0), that is set to 5 process executions in
our test case. During these executions the decision maker will express
his opinions and the system will trace them without any update to the
weight in the knowledge base. After 5 participations, the system will
assign to the decision maker the weight corresponding to the weight
matured from the previous opinions.

The following subsections provide, respectively: details about a single process
execution in terms of consensus calculus and knowledge base update (see
Section 6.4); discussion about the decision makers’ weights evolution in the
knowledge base after some process executions (see Section 6.5) according to
the strategy introduced above.

6.4. Executions

The initial situation is provided by assigning to all decision makers a
weight for the corresponding context. Table 1 represents the knowledge base
at time t0 and shows the weights associated to each decision maker for the
corresponding context ci (for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}). Let us note that two of the
five decision makers have no past experience, therefore their weights will
be differently treated according to the initial weight association strategies
(i.e., 0.1 if it is the Starting Weight strategy, 0.0 if it is Training Executions
strategy).

Specifically, in the following simulation we apply Starting Weight strategy
for decision maker dm1, and Training Executions strategy for decision maker
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Table 2: Parameters of 10 process executions.

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
CC c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1
Outcome 1 1 -1 0 1 1 -1 1 1 1

dm2. Furthermore, let us consider ten executions according to the parameters
shown in Table 2, where: ti is the execution time; CC is the process execution
contexts at the corresponding execution time; and Outcome represents the
value ranging in the set {1, 0,−1} whose values stand for successful, neutral
or unsuccessful decision taken at each execution, respectively. For the sake
of clarity, we have simulated process execution only in the context c1.

The execution at time t1 involves all decision makers in the knowledge
base and the process execution context is c1. The weights of each involved
decision maker are normalized (in [0, 1]) to satisfy the convex combination
according which all coefficients are non-negative and sum is equal to 1, so
they becomes:

wc1,dm1 = 0.0664, wc1,dm2 = 0.0, wc1,dm3 = 0.4,
wc1,dm4 = 0.266, wc1,dm5 = 0.266

Let us suppose that the consensus reaching process loops until the consensus
degree co is lower than γc = 0.80. Furthermore, let us consider a group
decision making problem with respect to four alternative branches (namely,
{x1, . . . , x4}), the execution will carry out the alternative branch to follow in
order to proceed with the process execution. Specifically, let us suppose the
decision makers’ opinions illustrated in Table 3. Then, the derived preference
relation matrices are:

P1 x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 0.5 0.45 0.55 0.4
x2 0.55 0.5 0.6 0.45
x3 0.45 0.4 0.5 0.35
x4 0.6 0.55 0.65 0.5

P2 x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 0.5 0.35 0.25 0.05
x2 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.2
x3 0.75 0.6 0.5 0.3
x4 0.95 0.8 0.7 0.5

4According to the Starting Weight strategy, the weight associated to dm1 is 0.1 and
becomes 0.066 after normalization.
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P3 x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.85
x2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.75
x3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.65
x4 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.5

P5 x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 0.5 0.35 0.25 0.05
x2 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.2
x3 0.75 0.6 0.5 0.3
x4 0.95 0.8 0.7 0.5

P4 x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 0.5 0.45 0.3 0.2
x2 0.55 0.5 0.4 0.25
x3 0.65 0.6 0.5 0.35
x4 0.8 0.75 0.65 0.5

By performing the equation of the consensus calculus (see Section 3.1.1)
we obtain the following results:

� Computing consensus degrees: co = 0.78.

� Controlling the consensus process: as co < γc = 0.80, the feedback
mechanism is activated.

In order to achieve the agreement, the feedback mechanism is performed
(see Section 3.1.2). It foresees the following activities: selection of the
decision makers whose weight is lower than average of the experts involved in
the group decision making; computing of proximity matrices and consequently
generation of the advice. Specifically, we obtain:

� The average weight of involved experts is ave = 0.2, and so the decision
makers that will receive the advice are ones such that:

{dmi|wc1,dmi
≤ ave = 0.2} = {dm1, dm2}

Table 3: Decision makers’ opinions.

x1 x2 x3 x4

abdm1,c1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.4

abdm2,c1 0.1 0.4 0.6 1

abdm3,c1 1 0.8 0.6 0.3

abdm4,c1 0.4 0.5 0.7 1

abdm5,c1 0.1 0.4 0.6 1
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� The generated advice suggesting to each decision maker (with wc1,dmi
<

w∗
c1

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}) the right direction of the changes to approach
the agreement for the corresponding preferences pairs, are:

dm1 x1 x2 x3 x4

x1 - - - -
x2 - - - -
x3 - - - -
x4 - - - -

dm2 x1 x2 x3 x4

x1 - - - -
x2 - - - -
x3 - - - -
x4 - - - -

Let us suppose that after 3 rounds the consensus is achieved for alternative
branch x4 with the following opinion vector ab

∗
:

x1 x2 x3 x4

ab
∗

0.47 0.49 0.49 0,54

Now according to the input decision makers’ opinions, it is possible to update
in the knowledge base the weights of decision makers corresponding to the
context c1 performing the process described in Section 5, taking into account
the similarity between opinions provided and ab

∗
considering that according

to Table 2 the ab
∗
at time t1 is assumed to induce a successful decision (i.e.,

1). In particular, after the learning procedure the resulting knowledge base
is detailed in Table 4, assuming that learning and punishing parameters are
set as follows:

α = 1, β = 0.2, γ = 0.15.

Analogously to the described execution, other 9 executions of the business
process have been performed, accordingly to Table 2 and the weight evolution
curves are shown in Figure 5.

Table 4: Knowledge Base at time t1.

dm c1 c2 c3 c4
dm1 0.52 ? ? ?
dm2 ? ? ? ?
dm3 0.5 0.35 0.8 0.35
dm4 0.6 0.35 0.4 0.7
dm5 0.6 0.9 0.35 0.1
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Figure 5: Weights learning curves.

6.5. Discussion

As shown in Figure 5, reporting the results of the simulation described in
the previous sections, the decision maker dm1 reaches the weight assigned to
the medium performance decision maker, namely dm4, at time t8 and their
weights are almost the same already from time t5. Thus, it is clear that
if a new decision maker is introduced with the Starting Weight approach
and his/her decisions are good he/she takes almost 5 decisions to reach
the importance of a medium performance decision maker. Moreover, take
a look to dm1 with respect to the poor performance decision maker dm3.
In this case, dm1 overcomes dm3 by taking only 4 iterations (decisions).
Furthermore, dm1 takes 5 decisions to reach the minimum distance from
the weight of dm5 who is the good performance decision maker and if you
consider the situation at time t10 you can observe that dm1 does not reach
the weight of dm5. Now, let focus on decision maker dm2 who is introduced
in the decision making processes with initial weight calculated by using the
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Training Executions approach. Let us note that dashed curve associated to
dm2 means that the weight of decision maker evolve but it is not considered
in the decision making process until t6. dm2 overcomes the poor performance
of decision maker dm3 in 6 iterations and starts to have comparable weight
at time t10.

It is clear that the Training Executions approach is more conservative
than the Starting Weight approach although also the first one allows new
decision makers, who demonstrates good decision performances, to acquire a
fairly significant weight in the GDM activities by taking only few iterations.

In general, one of the merit of proposed approach and, more specifically, of
the weight learning algorithm is that it implements an organizational learning
approach assuming that assigning different weights to decision makers there
is a greater probability to move the organization towards the successful
decision. Nevertheless, when a decision maker is involved for the first time
into a GDM activity may happen that there are no past decision information
in the knowledge base (neither for similar contexts). So, the initial weight
association strategy has to implement the right trade-off avoiding to quickly
assign high influence in the decision making process, but also it has to
guarantee the growth of influence according to the evaluated performances.
Indeed, thinking to the decision where more experienced people and less ones
participate, it is important for the organization to guarantee a correct and
effective turn over management. In this sense, the simulation results reveal
that, even if the cold start (Starting Weight and Training Executions), the
framework gives decision-makers the chance to fill the gap with respect to
more experienced decision makers. Furthermore, monitoring and analyzing
the weights of decision makers and the outcomes of BP executions in different
contexts, it is possible to:

� observe the growth of the employees, not only in terms of technical
competencies, but also with respect to cross skills such as decision
making;

� improve the selection (when it is possible) of decision makers according
to the context in which specific decisions have to be made with the
right distribution of the weights.

7. Conclusions and Future Works
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The process execution monitoring is an important requirement to detect
elements enabling improvements for next executions. Many research works
define approaches to automatically or semi-automatically support human
decision making activities, within a Business Process (BP). Last trend emphasize
the importance of past execution analysis to derive decision criteria. Nevertheless,
these criteria have to be context-sensitive since context and matter of decision
may differ from situation by situation. The main contribution of the proposed
work is the definition of a framework to support group decision making during
business process execution considering heterogeneous importance level of
each human decision maker according to the occurring context where they are
involved. The framework implements a novel approach to learn weight of the
decision-makers through the analysis of past process executions considering
context and performances of business processes. The framework has been
instantiated in the case study of Supply Chain Management. The analysis
of the simulation results reveal that the proposed weight learning algorithm,
even if the cold start (Starting Weight and Training Executions), give to
decision-makers the chance to fill the gap with respect to more experienced
decision makers.

In particular, the distinctive features of the proposed work are summarized
as follows:

� Definition of framework supporting context-aware decision making into
BP considering the specific environment and matter of discussion in
which processes run;

� Definition of Fuzzy Consensus Model to Heterogeneous Group Decision
Making problem extending the approach proposed in [9] and focusing
essentially on two kinds of heterogeneity, that are: context of BP
execution and different backgrounds and levels of knowledge about the
problem for each expert;

� Application of Reinforcement Learning algorithm to weight the relative
importance of the decision makers, considering the past successful decisions
taken by them.

Definitely, the proposed framework aims at providing significant results with
respect to the area of BP improvement and, in particular, it is focused on
those BP that include human decision making activities. Future directions
about the proposed framework mainly regard the following aspects:
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� Exploitation of decision makers’ competencies, in addition to the context,
to assign weights before starting a group decision making process.
Competencies will be represented by means of Semantic Web technologies
enabling ontologycal reasoning as well as presented in this work for the
context;

� More formally representation of the enterprise strategies and goals in
order to provide a finer way to assess the result of a business process
and, consequently, empower the whole proposed approach;

� Automation of decision makers selection for the occurring process execution
context considering with the aim to optimize the consensus reaching
procedure.

Furthermore, some limitations about the proposed work are related to the
weight learning process that could be overcame in the future: updating the
weight of the decision maker corresponding, not only to the occurring context,
but also for the similar contexts; and taking into account how many times
decision maker participates in a GDM in a specific context and the elapsed
time from the last involvement.
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